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 HOW YOU WILL LOOK AFTER SURGERY?
WONDERING
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About
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About
 CAGHAN BAYTEKIN, MD PRAS
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See Your New Look
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discover a new you


Be the change that you wish to see...
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Breast Aesthetics


Breast surgery is a procedure that modifies a woman’s breasts. Such surgeries are done for a variety of reasons.



learn more	
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Facial Aesthetics


Facial surgery makes it possible to correct undesired shapes of the face parts for plastic or reconstructive reasons.
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Nose Aesthetics


Rhinoplasty or nose surgery is an aesthetic or plastic surgery operation aimed at correcting the morphology of the nose.
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Body Aesthetic


Body aesthetic procedures can help to enhance and reshape body structures to improve an individual’s appearance and…
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Hair Problems


The procedure of a hair transplant is an effective procedure to put an end to baldness or hair loss. This operation follows a procedure which is divided into several stages. It basically consists of the extraction of the… 
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Non Surgical and Minimal Interventional Procedures


In general terms, minimally invasive procedures are those in which no surgical incisions are required. In plastic surgery, these are procedures that eliminate the need for surgery…
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Cosmetologic Procedures


It is important to say that plastic surgery is a treatment very effective. It is essential that the patient is informed about all stages of treatment and that she/he feels 100% comfortable to go through this process. 
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Postoperative Care


Following the aesthetic surgery operations; it is necessary to shorten the healing process of the patient, to prevent the formation of scars on the skin, to nourish and moisturize the skin, to reveal a radiant skin, to inform the…



learn more	




What they say About Us?


	I visited this clinic to get gynecomastia treatment, it was the best decision I made. From the moment I arrived at the moment, I left it was a pleasure. The doctor was a true professional and his staff too. A clean environment and a great set of people, I am so happy that already planning my next trip.
Z...G... - What Clinic




	I had many procedures done at the clinic, I was satisfied with all of them, the courtesy of the friends and their professional work were satisfactory. thanks for everything.
O...U... - Doktor Sitesi




	Thank you very much Mr. Çağhan and his team, I came for the laser, the results are great, I'm glad I got to know you, thank you very much.
O...H... - Doktor Sitesi




	I was very pleased with the procedures, the doctor and the specialist Şermin. Thank you to everyone for welcoming us with a smile. The only address where I can go with peace of mind.
P...A... - Doktor Sitesi




	I had a nose surgery with Çağhan and I was very satisfied. The most important thing for Mr. Çağhan is that the patient is satisfied and he keeps his smiling attitude and focuses only on his work until he is satisfied. The fact that I have been going back and forth for years is already a sign of my satisfaction. The friendliness of the team, everything is perfect.
O.Ö. - Doktor Sitesi




	The communication from making initial enquiries to the aftercare has been excellent and very accommodating for my hair transplant. I have especially found Sanem and Dr Baytekin very friendly and informative and made me feel very comfortable and at ease during my procedure. The clinic was very clean and immaculate. I chose this clinic as my sister had a separate procedure at the clinic and came highly recommended. Treated by: Dr Caghan Baytekin
A...M... - What Clinic




	Çağhan is a very good doctor. He had a very successful surgery. It's a difficult surgery, but it's functioning very well. I am glad that I met Çağhan Bey. Now it's easier to be more beautiful with Mr. Cağan.
K.... D... - Google Business




	My experience of Çağhan and Gülay was very pleasant. Gülay was very calming and putting me at easy at the hospital and clinic.
Çağhan had a very charming manner and talked reassuringly to me. He has a no none nonsense manner about him and knew how put his patients at ease.
The hospital stuff were very pleasant and friendly.
I would recommend Çağhan for surgery as I was happy with the results he has given with the procedure he gave.
M.. N.... - Doktor Sitesi




	Ich war schon hier von einem Jahr.
Es war die beste entshesdung die ich setrıften hab. Die Transplantation life super es warsehr lang aber ohne probleme.  Ich Hann Sagen ein Jahr danash est ist super geworden und mage weater betiomme Wictor megr Haare und das ist was wichtis ist. İ Schöerzan. Nor die Spritzen sons nicht viel
Ergibnis. Man tann saser, das mon es richtig sehen Hann. Erde / Sollen, sollte man es z mal masen lessen ggff mehr.  Bin / echt glucklickt der es so etwas gibt für Wanner.
Güpe an alle
J. C. G.... - Doktor Sitesi




	Odbytam operacig colowite. Nehanshulgi nose as kliwice ar Baytekine.
Wsaystho pnehieglo pouysluue i ekspresowo. Nos jesy Tadwy mniesiy, bachdo zprebay.
Sadetzwe dueliye doktorow got. Coleuu zespotpw.
Iowa
I.... L.... - Doktor Sitesi
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All We Care  About is You


Every surgery is different, every patient is special. Clinic Baytekin International treats their patients like family.









For Free  Consultation
M.D. PRAS Çağhan Baytekin provides a free consultation with the world’s leading 3D Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality medical aesthetic imaging & business solution, creating simulations for aesthetic treatments at Clinic Baytekin International. We work with a principle that aims to make you feel comfortable and relaxed from the moment you meet us.From the Having an Initial consultation before any cosmetic procedure is paramount. The consultation will be about you and what you are aiming to achieve.


This is a good chance for you to ask all your questions to M.D. PRAS Çağhan Baytekin about aesthetic treatments
so, you can make informed decisions later.


Then we will develop an individualized plan of care either surgical or non-surgical.


Click here for free consultation







Choosing Your Cosmetic Surgery
Having a cosmetic procedure is a big decision, so it’s important not to rush into anything. People get cosmetic surgery for many reasons. Some want to look younger. Others seek to change a feature they’ve never liked.
 
Some people look at a cosmetic procedure to solve life problems, or during difficult times in their lives.


The decision is personal. One of the keys is to set realistic expectations.


Do not assume that a cosmetic procedure will make everything better. How you feel about how you look is only one aspect of your wellbeing.


Cosmetic surgery won’t change your life. It won’t solve personal problems or make you look like someone else. But it may give you greater self-confidence and add to your sense of well-being.


Successful results often depend, in part, on how well you and your surgeon communicate. Make sure you feel comfortable with your surgeon and that you are open with them about your goals and questions.








PLANNING THE TRIP
	Buying flight tickets after the dates are specified.
	Pre-trip check-in assistance
	Personel welcome at the airport with name tag
	VIP transfer with private disinfected vehicles








Accomodation and Operation:
	Accommodation in well-known hotels with a safe tourism certificate
	Operation in newly built and modernly equipped hospitals
	An attendant who will make you feel safe and speed up the procedures in the hospital
	VIP transfer to the hotel with private disinfected vehicles after the operation








After Operation:
	VIP transfer to the airport with special disinfected vehicles
	Pre-trip check-in assistance
	Medical follow-up for a year after the operation
	7/24 Call Center support








HOSPITALS
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Contact Us

Address

Kazımdirik, 372/23 Sk. NO: 3 Bornova / İzmir / Turkey


Phone

+90 (232) 463 35 44
+90 (542) 186 33 86
+90 (544) 535 35 44
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